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people + product = growth



people = product = growth





71% “of leaders say employee 
engagement is critical to 
the success of my 
organisation”



24%“of the same leaders 
say my workforce is 
highly engaged”



24%71%
“of leaders say employee 
engagement is critical to the 
success of my organisation”

“of the same leaders say my 
workforce is highly engaged”

CEO’s know we have an engagement gap



70% US workers are not engaged

24% Workers globally are actively 
disengaged

51% Of our people are 
looking for a new job



we’ve never needed our 
people on side more
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We’ve been talking about 
engagement for 30 years.



At best 

1% 
Engagement 

increase per year



employee engagement
employee experience
organisational health

company culture
employer branding



this makes NO SENSE
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We’re asking the 
wrong questions



We ask 

How can I get my employees to 
engage? 

How can I get my people to be more 
innovative? 

How do I get my staff to feel 
empowered? 

How do I get my colleagues to be nicer 
to each other

rg.co./rebelplaybook



We ask 

How can I get my employees to 
engage? 

How can I get my people to be more 
innovative? 

How do I get my staff to feel 
empowered? 

How do I get my colleagues to be nicer 
to each other

We need to ask 

How do I make our jobs engaging? 

What is stopping creativity in our 
business 

How do I stop disempowering our 
people? 

What is making our employees feel in 
competition with each other?

rg.co./rebelplaybook



The problem isn’t our people. 
The problem is our organizations.





The best companies do things differently.





They succeed by focussing on the 
inputs to engagement . 

They change how they do business



The Engagement Bridge





of employees don’t 
trust their CEO51%





open.buffer.com

http://open.buffer.com






of candidates want 
a job where they 
feel like their work 
matters

74%







of the variance in 
employee engagement 
scores is related to 
managers and 
management practice

70%
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Level of seniority

Engagement increases 
as you move up the 
organisational hierarchy
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organisational hierarchy

/ Freedom, autonomy & 
accountability



$46 billion



is spent recognising 
tenure.87%



of employees don’t 
feel recognised78%but



we are wasting all the tenure money





Take the Pledge
Exclusive I’m making the world 
a better place to work” pledge 
certificates available from our 
stand until 2pm.

glennelliott

Ready join the movement? 

Workshop 9:30 Friday 
Places Limited 



http://rg.co/rebelplaybook



